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About This Game

A simple girl Sarah puts off on an exciting journey to the Ancient Forest. Having met a forest wizard, she learns that the Great
Tree, which is the soul of the Ancient Forest, is in danger. The Dark Lord, with the help of his vassals, poisoned the Heart of the
Great Tree. Sarah and her friends will have to frustrate the machinations of the Lord, fight him in his Citadel and save the Great

Tree.

An exciting story in hidden object genre, puzzle, occurring in a colorful fictional world.

91 game level.

12 hours of fascinating gameplay.

More than 10 different game mechanics.

500 unique game tools.
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This could've been good but it has some flaws which makes it unplayable, they happen during the "choose two" games,
especially the "clear out the middle" part. (with "choose two" it's the same mechanic as memory, click two\/three pieces and
make them go away - they're not hidden as in memory though)

In that game a pixel perfect mouse pointer is a must and this game is far from having that, I clicked on something - visible but
not a lot of it - and the book in the center decided I clicked on it...very frustrating. (the hint system during this was completely
useless as well, it did work well on the normal "choose two")

I can not recommend it for that reason, it should either have the pieces more visible and obvious or the mouse pointer 100%
exact. (the time I've played has been spent mostly in these as the normal puzzles have been normal puzzles and thereby easy to
finish)
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